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New Technology Solves Willet Migration Mysteries
In 1912, Massachusetts state ornithologist Edward
Willet wearing a geo-locator tag
Forbush wrote that the Eastern willet (Tringa semipalmata) had practically disappeared from New England due to
over-hunting. Shortly afterwards, the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act provided protection for willet and many other
birds. Only recently (the 1990’s) have populations of willet returned to nest in New England saltmarsh and beach
ecosystems. Willet are seasonal, like our summer folk,
but until recently no one knew where eastern willet wintered. Joe Smith, an avian ecologist, began a study to
Photo by Lanny McDowell
solve this mystery in 2010 using new technology: geolocators. These small data loggers record the time of sunrise and sunset, as well as immersion in water. Biologists place geo-tags on the legs of migratory birds and then re-capture
the birds when they return the following spring to recover the tag. Willets are territorial
and often retain mates between seasons and return to their exact nesting area each
spring. These characteristics made willet a good species for a geo-locator study. Joe successfully tagged and re-captured 19 willet in Delaware Bay, and all of these birds travelled 3,500
miles to winter along the NE coast of South
America (Suriname to Brazil). Their travel time in
a single flight: 3.5 - 4 days.
Joe was enthusiastic about collaborating
with BiodiversityWorks to learn if MV willet behave similarly to those in his study, and Allen
Keith of the Daniels Wildlife Trust was enthusiasJoe Smith, weighs the first willet captured
tic about funding an MV willet migration study. With
cooperation from The Trustees of Reservations (TTOR), Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation
(SMF), and Massachusetts Division of Fisheries & Wildlife, we set out to monitor, capture
and geo-tag four Martha’s Vineyard willet in June. We captured three willet on East Beach
and Cape Pogue saltmarshes, and one willet at SMF’s Little Beach in Edgartown. Those four
willet captures required long days of fieldwork
for “Team Willet” (Joe, his assistants Ashley
Green and Mike Kilpatrick, and BWorks staff).
The MV Times and Vineyard Gazette both published great articles on this field research. In
May of 2014, we hope to find all four of these
birds on their nesting territories. We will team up
with Joe again in order to re-capture these wiley
willet, recover their geo-tags, and discover
Luanne, Joe and Liz setting a woosh net, decoy, and
where they spend the winter.
playback for willet capture.
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2013 Beach-nesting Bird Report: North and
East Shores Soar, South Shore Struggles
Multiple storms battered the island’s South shore between
fall 2012 and spring 2013 creating new nesting habitat in
some areas and changing the beach profile in others.
American oystercatchers, piping plovers, and least terns
returned to find some beaches too steep and narrow for
nesting, but they quickly colonized new habitat. Where
Photo by Bert Fischer
storms flattened the beach profile at several South shore
sites, nesting birds lost eggs to moon tides and storm
overwash in May/June. Many re-nest attempts after storms were depredated by skunks or
crows before hatching. Only 9 of 15 piping plover pairs hatched chicks at our South shore
sites, and just 7 of the 25 chicks survived to fledge. Crows, gulls, and hawks took most of
the chicks. South shore nesting sites monitored by other conservation groups had similar
problems. Birds nesting on the North and East Shores of the island, however, were able to
pick up the slack and produce many oystercatcher, plover, and tern chicks!
Beach-nesting Bird Productivity at Sites Monitored by BiodiversityWorks
Year

# Sites

# PIPL pairs

# chicks
fledged

#AMOY
pairs

# chicks
fledged

# LETE
pairs

Tern
productivity

2011

14

24

24

9

5

75+

Poor

2012

16

29

29

11

10

150+

Excellent

2013

18

28

32

12

15

900+

Excellent

One of the most exiting moments of our season was discovering a pair of piping plovers with
four 5-day old chicks on a remote North Shore beach. A landowner who works with us to protect nesting plovers on his property heard the soft alarm calls of these plovers while on a long
day hike, and reported them to us. We met with the beach owners and were thrilled to find
the plover family. It was exciting to see them using new habitat and a good reminder that
piping plovers need little help from us where human disturbance is limited.
Elsewhere on the Island, birds nest on beaches visited by many people. BiodiversityWorks,
MV Landbank, Mass Audubon’s Coastal Waterbird Program, Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation, and
The Trustees of Reservations staff and volunteers all work hard monitoring and protecting
beach-nesting birds to prevent accidental trampling of eggs or chicks and to limit disturbance.
These efforts make it possible for people to enjoy the beach...and the birds.
Martha’s Vineyard 2013 Island-wide results: 55 pairs of piping plovers produced 65 fledglings
(1.2 chicks/pair). 45 pairs of American Oystercatchers averaged ~ 1 chick per pair. 1,208
Least terns nested in 9 colonies with varying success - over 500 pairs at Eel Pond where they
produced many chicks! 461 Common Terns, 35 Roseate Terns, and 4 pairs of Black Skimmers nesting at Norton Point kept the TTOR staff busy counting chicks in June and July.

We are grateful to the Edey Foundation and the Daniels Wildlife Trust for grants in support of
beach-nesting bird protection.
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The BiodiversityWorks Early Career Internship Experience
The Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation generously funded two Early Career Internships with
BiodiversityWorks during the summer of 2013. These internships give college graduates an
opportunity to gain field experience in conservation biology. We selected two motivated and
passionate interns with a strong conservation ethic and commitment to Martha’s Vineyard as
our Seasonal Wildlife Monitors. Here, we asked each of them to share about their experience.
Nika Slade

Luke Elder
After just a few weekends of volunteering with BiodiversityWorks last summer, I
quickly learned just how unique the organization is and how lucky I would be to someday
work for a small, local, research-based wildlife
organization. I graduated from Middlebury
this spring, with a degree in conservation biology, and knew I wanted to get field experience. An internship with BiodiversityWorks
was the perfect fit.

Martha’s Vineyard is a tight knit community where locals often feel as though
they know the island and its inhabitants fairly well; now, I’m not too sure about this. I
have called Martha’s Vineyard home for the
past 14 years but it wasn’t until May this
year that I understood who my Island neighbors really are. I started working for BiodiversityWorks this spring after spending 6
months in 2012 working for The Nature Conservancy’s Vineyard Habitat Network. I was
thrilled to continue studying island wildlife.
At BWorks, each day, from day one,
was spent trekking miles up and down the
beaches in the blistering sun, identifying tiny
sand-colored beach nesting birds and making sure that each one of them would have
the best chances for survival; facing a world
of predators. The fieldwork of BiodiversityWorks is not a leisurely walk along the
beach looking for birds, as my friends and
family thought my job entailed. The work
was tough, physically and mentally, but everyday was a gratifying experience.
I had the opportunity to lead a Predator Activity Index study working with high
school students and volunteers. The study
was highly applicable because it was directly
(continued on next page)

I started my internship by jumping
right in and conducting bird surveys; I went
out at night and surveyed for whip-poorwills
on Chappaquiddick; I walked the coast and
surveyed cliffs for Belted kingfisher, Bank
swallow, and Northern rough-winged swallow
burrows; and I assisted with the surveying,
monitoring, and protection of threatened
shorebird species. This work was stimulating
mentally as I learned about threats to shorebird survival and proper techniques to mitigate those threats, visually as the work often
required many hours outside in a beautiful
natural setting, and physically as some heavy
lifting was also occasionally required.
Meanwhile, I was preparing for an exciting opportunity- an independent project
surveying the bat population on the island.
(continued on next page)

Luke speaking about bats at the Trustees of Reservations’
Long Point Wildlife Refuge
Photo by: Ivy Ashe
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The Early Career Internship Experience, continued..
related to our daily shorebird monitoring. BiodiversityWorks’ staff are constantly thinking of
new studies to help decide what we need to
do as a community and as field biologists in
order to increase survival rates of our small
neighbors.
My internship provided hands-on learning on what it takes to be a field biologist. I
also learned how to be patient with wildlife
(including humans) and how to be prepared
for anything in the field. I observed families of
Piping Plovers and American Oystercatchers
work through traumatic events, and I was
proud to help those families succeed.

Not only focused on beach-nesting
birds, I listened for Nightjars (whip-poorwill &
chuckwill’s widow), surveyed for kingfisher
and swallow burrows, geo-tagged Willets, assisted with the dissection of river otters that
had been hit by cars, completed bat surveys
to find which bats we have on the island, followed skunk, cat, rat, crow, ghost crab and
gull tracks, helped design a ground-truthing
study for deer densities, and more.
My internship with BiodiversityWorks
prepared me for more than I had ever expected. I am now very respectful of the lifestyle of all my neighbors, and want to continue working with conservation non-profits.

Surveying for Northern
long-eared bats, a species proposed for listing
as a federal endangered
species, was probably
the most enriching experience of the summer.
I learned how to use an
echolocation detection system, organize
and analyze recorded bat files using software programs, communicate with private
land owners and other conservation organizations on the island, and set-up a field
project from start to finish.
The independence I was given was
at times daunting, but in the end extremely exciting and educational. I will leave this
internship with a deeper understanding of
what is required of both a position with a
non-profit and a position doing field work,
and I now have greater knowledge of wildlife that I gained through the mentorship
of a couple of amazing wildlife biologists
and their colleagues. Thank you, Luanne
and Liz, for a wonderful experience!

Luke and Nika prepared to assist with dissection and tissue sampling of a river otter killed by a vehicle.

Norcross Wildlife Foundation Provides Important Equipment Grant
Thank you to the Norcross Wildlife Foundation for a grant to purchase two laptop computers
for our staff, a GPS camera unit, 50 m measuring tapes, and a wind meter. These computers and equipment will allow us to collect more data with better accuracy and continue to
train young scientists with the most current field equipment.
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Activity Patterns, Behaviors, and Population Status of the
North American River Otter, On Martha’s Vineyard
By Elizabeth Baldwin, M.S.

This spring, I happily finished my master’s degree in Conservation Biology at Antioch
University New England, in Keene New Hampshire. The focus of my thesis was to collect
baseline information on Martha’s Vineyard’s river otter as a reference for the future and to
increase our knowledge of the population status and behavior of this species in the region.
Little information is available on river otters in
the northeastern U.S. -especially in coastal
environments where concerns about water
quality are increasing. Reference information
about river otters in these systems will help
assess changes in abundance or distribution
and possibly deter further degradation of these
systems.

Otter Visits/camera day

Finding a way to study otters can be difficult
because they are elusive, semi-aquatic, and
nocturnal. They are however, habitual creatures
who use the same latrine site (an area on land
where they leave scat and scent) year after
year. Therefore, I placed trail cameras at 20 different latrine sites across the Island for one
year (Dec 2010 to Dec 2011) to gather
Figure 1
baseline data about their activity
patterns and behavior at these latrine
sites.
The cameras ran continuously, resulting
in 250,000 images and 1,915 visits from
otters to latrine sites. From these visits
we learned that seasonal and monthly
activity patterns peaked in winter/spring
(March/April) and fall (October/
November), and decreased in summer
(see Figure 1). These peaks coincide with
the breeding season (spring) and movements of family groups (fall).

Otter Visits

Figure 2

Daily visitation patterns were cyclic, with
otters active mostly at night and during
dawn hours (Figure 2).
While my data suggests spring is the best
time to see an otter during the day, I think
it is just a matter of luck. I only saw four
otters during my entire study!
Continued on next page.
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River Otter Camera Study Results, continued
An otter investigating scent at a latrine
site on Edgartown Great Pond

I compared otter activity patterns at 8
camera sites in areas of high human use
with 12 sites where human activity was
limited. Some slight differences occurred
between the sites. Because otters are active
at night or around dawn and dusk, human
activity showed no direct effects on otter
activity patterns. The differences between
sites are likely related to habitat suitability.
The high human use sites were lower quality
habitat due to proximity of development.

Visitation data from the cameras showed that
we have a healthy river otter population with
some large group sizes. We expected to see
higher number of otters in this coastal
environment because there is more food than in riverine habitat, and that was true.
Visitation rates on MV were 0.28 per functional camera day compared to 0.12 for a similar
study in riverine habitat.
Otter Behavior at Latrine Sites
You might think otters just leave
scat at latrine sites, but Figure 3.
shows that otters exhibit a variety
of behaviors at these sites. They
spend 1/3 of their time simply
smelling and investigating scat and
scent left by other otters. 23% of
their time was spent rubbing,
rolling, and grooming their fur.
Thus, it is important to have
protected areas on land where
Figure 3
otters can rest, groom, play, and
investigate without being
disturbed. Conservation land and
the wetlands vegetation buffer enforced by our conservation commissions have created
many protected areas for the island’s otters.
This information on activity patterns and
behaviors of the Island’s river otters adds to
our knowledge of river otters in coastal
environments in the Northeast and will help
improve future monitoring of river otters on
Martha’s Vineyard as well as other areas.
I am very grateful to the MV Vision Fellowship
for my graduate fellowship, Jon Atwood
(advisor), Luanne Johnson (mentor), and the
organizations, towns, and private landowners
who allowed me to study otters on their
properties.
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Female Belted Kingfisher
with “rusty sides”

Bank & Cliff-Nesting Bird
Surveys

Suitable nest habitat and abundant food are
basic requirements of all bird species. Belted
kingfishers and bank swallows are specialists
that require sandy bluffs and cliffs as nest
habitat. They dig burrows where they lay their
eggs & rear chicks safe from severe weather
and many predators. However, rising sea
levels and more frequent storms are rapidly
Photograph by: Steve Courson
changing the Island’s bluff and cliff habitats.
While these birds have nested on the island historically, no one ever completed an Islandwide survey to estimate numbers of pairs or colonies. The Edey Foundation generously
funded a study to collect data on the current distribution and abundance of these species.
Between May and July of 2012 and
2013, BWorks staff, interns, and
volunteers surveyed MV coastal and
Great pond shorelines for suitable
nesting habitat. Citizens also sent us
sightings and reports. We took GPS
coordinates of burrows and colonies,
counted numbers of pairs, and
estimated productivity.
We mapped many nesting cliffs
along the North shore, several
between Lucy Vincent and the
Aquinnah Lighthouse, one site near
the Cape Pogue Lighthouse, a few on
Chappy’s North Neck, and a bluff in Sengekontacket. Other bluffs were either too sloped,
had vegetation covering nesting habitat, or were unsuitable because of armoring. Bank
swallows were nesting in three large colonies that were successful: the Aquinnah cliffs (170
pairs), windy gates area (140 pairs), and the cliffs at Lucy Vincent (75 pairs). They also
nested in multiple smaller colonies ranging from 2-50
pairs at 13 other sites, including Cedar Tree Neck.
Bank swallow pair
Territorial belted kingfishers nest in solitary pairs. Of
the 9 burrows we located, only 6 had nesting
kingfishers. Having this MV survey data will allow us to
track population changes of these burrow specialists
over time.
We are grateful to
Charlotte & Norman
Champ, Bert Fischer,
Photo by: Lanny McDowell
Adam De Bettencourt,
Colleen McClung, Lanny
McDowell, Peter Wells, and Soo Whiting for helping with these
surveys. Also to many private landowners, Sheriff’s Meadow
Foundation, and The Trustees of Reservations and for their
Bank swallow chick rescued & recollaboration.
turned to its burrow
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The Farm Neck Foundation Funds High School Internships
We are grateful to the Farm Neck Foundation for
funding three high school internships in the spring and
summer of 2013. These paid interns worked 4 - 20
hours per week assisting us in the field and office in
order to learn about wildlife careers. As a MVRHS
senior, Sammi began her internship in February, with a
mentorship. She assisted us with river otter diet
analysis and then transitioned into our beach-nesting
bird program. Sammi is now pursuing a college degree
in marine biology. Ben began fieldwork in June. He
monitored Lambert’s Cove and Cedar Tree Neck
beaches for predator tracks in addition to assisting with
other fieldwork. Ben is in his senior year at MVRHS.
Oscar Thompson, a 2013 graduate of the MV Charter
School,
Sammi Chaves and Ben
joined us
Gordon survey a transect
in May
for predator tracks
and
assisted
with monitoring of North shore piping
plovers as well as assisting with other field
projects. Oscar is now at Warren Wilson
College focusing on sustainable agriculture.
High school or college students
interested in a 2014 internship may contact
Liz at: biodiversityworksLiz@gmail.com

Oscar Thompson (center) enjoys a front-row seat for banding and
tagging of a Willet with Ashley Green (left) & Joe Smith (right)

Thank you to these individuals, businesses, and foundations for their 2013 support!
Blake and Lindsay Allison
Anonymous
Carroll Biesecker
Tess and Kib Bramhall
Pamela Campe
Forrest Carroll
Tom Chase
Toni Chute and John O’Keefe
Angela and Robert Egerton
David Faber
David Foster&Marianne Jorgensen
Louis Giordano
April and Hap Hamel
Andrea Hartman
In Memory of Geraldine Harrold
Miles and Julie Jaffe
Gerald and Linda Jones
Marian Knapp

Geoff Kontje and Norma Costain
Liz Loucks
Brian and Anne Mazar
Benjamin Miller
Greg Palermo and Donna Vose
Chris Perleberg
Edith and Bob Potter
Laurence Pringle
Tom and Becky Rockwood
Robert Rukeyser
Judy Salosky and Jim Pepper
Chris & MaryJane Seidel AldrichMoodie
Ellie Spencer
Maura Welch
Peter Wells
Soo Whiting & Flip Harrington

Art Cliff Diner
Buckley’s Gourmet Catering
Edgartown Marine
Karyn Franzen Associates
Mone Insurance
Our Island Club
Stonehouse, Inc.
The Net Result
The Tisbury Printer
Vineyard Tax Matters
Betsy & Jesse Fink Foundation
Edey Foundation
Daniels Wildlife Trust
Farm Neck Foundation
Norcross Wildlife Foundation
USFWS PIPL Restoration Fund
William H. Harris Foundation
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Assessing the Impacts of White-nosed Syndrome
on Martha’s Vineyard Bats
By: Luke Elder, wildlife monitor
In July of 2013, BiodiversityWorks began surveying for bats
around Martha’s Vineyard to assess the impact of White-nose syndrome (WNS) on breeding bats. We are comparing our bat detection results with baseline data collected by Kendra Buresch in 1997
-1998. This data will assist the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
they prepare to list the Northern long-eared Myotis (Myotis septentrionalis, MYSE) as endangered species.
WNS is a cold-loving fungus, Geomyces destructans, which
grows around the nose and wings of hibernating bats. It is transmitted by contact in hibernacula and causes skin lesions and holes
in the wings of bats. Infected bats wake up during winter hibernaA bat with WNS
tion, increasing their metabolism during a season when there is dePhoto courtesy of USGS
creased food availability and freezing temperatures. More than 5.5
million bats in 20 states have died due to WNS since 2006, which includes over 90% of the
Northern long-eared bat (MYSE) population. The estimated value of bat predation on insect
pests in the agriculture industry was $23 billion annually. Today, 3 million pounds of insects
escape predation annually as a result of bat fatalities from WNS.
Northern long-eared Myotis
Myotis septentrionalis

Kendra’s 1997-1998 study was noteworthy in that she had the
highest capture rates of MYSE of anywhere in their New England
range. Biologists wondered if Martha’s Vineyard was a primary
breeding site for the species, but no one followed up with further
studies. This summer, we surveyed Kendra’s sites that had the most
activity, and added additional sites based on specific bat habitat features she noted to be of importance to MYSE: forests which provide
daytime roosting sites; water features with heavy insect activity;
and linear landscape elements (trail, road, or edge of forest) that
are important for bat foraging and commuting.

We placed an AnaBat echolocation detector at each site from dusk to dawn, downloaded the
recorded files, and used software to identify the recorded bat calls by species (cont. next page).

Echolocation pattern of a bat call recorded at the Hoft Farm, West Tisbury, July 5, 2013.
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Bats continued...
Our audio surveys (n=15) indicate the presence of Northern
long-eared Myotis (MYSE) at 6 out
of 15 sites surveyed. This was encouraging to see after the reported declines for the species. In
2014, BiodiversityWorks will collaborate with USFWS and Ms. Buresch on mist-net surveys to determine if breeding MYSE females
and juveniles are present on the
island, which could confirm Martha’s Vineyard as a refuge for the
species and would prioritize their
protection here.
Consistent with region-wide data, we detected no Little brown bats (M. lucifugus), which
have also decreased by over 90% from WNS. We detected Eastern red bats at several sites,
which was not surprising as this bat species is migratory. Thus, they are not exposed to the
WNS fungus found in caves.
We are grateful to The Martha’s Vineyard Land Bank, Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation, and The
Trustees of Reservations for allowing us to survey for bats on their properties. Special
thanks to TTOR’s Molly Peach for organizing an evening bat exploration at Long Point, and
the Vineyard Gazette’s Ivy Ashe for excellent reporting on the program.

The Research, Monitoring and Restoration Poster Project
In 2012, we worked with Island librarians to set-up a dedicated place for posters about research, monitoring, and restoration projects occurring on the Vineyard. We contacted local
conservation groups and scientists to submit posters for the project and had a great response. This round of posters will circulate from October through January (see table below),
and a new set will appear in February. Soon, we will host a page on our website that will
have downloadable files of each poster.
Month
October

November

December

January '14

Vineyard Haven

Oak Bluffs

Edgartown

Chilmark

River Otter Camera Study

Goat Browsing Study

MV Forest Research

Liz Baldwin

SMF Kristen Fauteux

Harvard Forest-David Foster

Butterfly/Moth Host Plants
Elizabeth Wolf
Greenwich Academy
MV Forest Research

River Otter Camera Study

Goat Browsing Study

Butterfly/Moth Host Plants
Elizabeth Wolf
Greenwich Academy
MV Forest Research

Liz Baldwin

SMF Kristen Fauteux

Harvard Forest-David Foster

River Otter Camera Study

Goat Browsing Study

Liz Baldwin

SMF Kristen Fauteux

Butterfly/Moth Host Plants
Elizabeth Wolf
Harvard Forest-David Foster
Greenwich Academy
Goat Browsing Study
MV Forest Research
SMF Kristen Fauteux

Butterfly/Moth Host Plants
Elizabeth Wolf
Harvard Forest-David Foster
Greenwich Academy

River Otter Camera Study
Liz Baldwin
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BiodiversityWorks Volunteers Make it All Possible

Ken Neagle, Judy Bryant and
Margaret Curtin place fencing
around a tern nesting area

Our beach-nesting bird monitoring and protection program requires many long hours in the
field. Our committed volunteer crew are an
important part of this program. They assist us
with fencing nesting areas, placing predator
exclosures around nests, digging trench for
predator fencing, chick-sitting, monitoring for
predators, removing fencing at the end of the
season, and with removing balloons and trash
from nesting beaches. Their dedication and
hard work make this program possible.

We are grateful to the following volunteers:
Marie Baldwin, Jeff Bernier, Judy Bryant, Forrest
Carroll, Margaret Curtin, Charlotte Champ, Kylie
Everton, Eva Faber, Isobel Flake, Karyn Franzen,
Whit Griswold, Ewell Hopkins, Kristine Hopkins,
Tripp Hopkins, Colleen McClung, Lanny McDowell,
Benjamin Miller, Ken Neagle, Greg Palermo, Sharon
Pearson, Cristina Pereira, Julie Pringle, Samuel
Rukeyser, Betsy Shay, Scott Stephens, Penny Uhlendorf, Marcela Velasco, Ben Waldrop, Laura Wainwright, Justen Walker, and Nancy Weaver.

Sammi Chaves and Charlotte Champ give beach
trash the thumbs-down.

A special thanks to Wendy Elsner for spending many
long days in the sun monitoring and protecting
beach-nesting birds at Edgartown Great Pond as
part of our program. She provided excellent coverage of the beach and reported some special birds
from that area. Wendy photographed a rare visitor
to our beaches, a
scissor-tailed flycatcher (left) in
early July.
Scissor-tailed flycatcher

Later in July, she
photographed this banded semi-palmated sandpiper. After
connecting with bird banders, we learned this sandpiper
was banded in Maranhao, Brazil on 26 Jan. 2013 by New
Jersey Audubon researcher, David Mizrahi. It’s exciting to
learn about migration through these re-sights!

Semi-palmated Sandpiper
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Annual Appeal
In the coming year, BiodiversityWorks will continue our field biology mentoring program
for high school and college students while engaging in multiple research and monitoring
projects focusing on river otters, bats, deer, beach-nesting birds, willet migration studies,
Atlantic ghost crabs, and possibly a reptile species. We were awarded $51,600 in grants
and received $36,300 in gifts thus far in 2013. However, we need to raise an additional
$30,000 before year-end (Dec. 31) in order to meet our budget needs for 2014 programs.

Please consider making a donation via PayPal on our website by
clicking the “donate now” button to the right
or print this page and use the form below to mail a donation

Donation Form
√ Yes. I want to support BiodiversityWorks in studying wildlife while training future
generations of conservation professionals! Enclosed is my tax-deductible check for:
□ $1,000

□ $500

□ $250

□ $100

□ $50

□ Other $___________

Name (please print) ____________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________
City _______________________________ State ___________ Zip code ________________
Please use the following name(s) in all
acknowledgements:__________________________________________
____ I (we) wish to have our gift remain anonymous
I want to subscribe to your e-newsletter my email is:
_____________________________________________
(we do not share email addresses with 3rd parties)

Please make checks, corporate matches, or other gifts payable to:
BiodiversityWorks
PO Box 557
Edgartown, MA 02539

BiodiversityWorks is an IRS-approved 501(c)3 nonprofit. 100% of your contribution is tax deductible as allowed by law.
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Thank you to Zoe Neves, of Zoe Designs, who worked with
us to create our logo. We are excited to move forward with
a graphic that shows who we are and what we do!

How you can make a difference for BiodiversityWorks:
1. Share our e-newsletter with your friends.
2. Earn a penny for us every time you search the internet. Visit www.goodsearch.com, sign-up, and
select BiodiversityWorks as your charity.
Goodsearch donates money to use when you
search and shop online. It’s easy, free, and turns
an everyday action into a way to make the world
a better place. Please sign up today to support us.
3. If you are a Martha’s Vineyard Island-Club member, choose BiodiversityWorks as your charity.
4. Become a Volunteer—watch for our ad in the
Vineyard Gazette or check our website
5. Make a donation using the form on previous page
or online
6.
7. Give Something on our Wishlist:


small, used pick up truck



single or double kayak



small storage shed

BWorks 2012 intern and 2013 volunteer, Eva Faber,
gave this painted turtle a helping hand crossing a
busy Island road.

About BiodiversityWorks...
Our mission is to promote conservation of biodiversity through wildlife research and
monitoring while providing opportunities for people to engage in hands-on nature
study. We are a 501(c)3 non-profit, founded in March of 2011.
Board members:

Tom Chase
Chris Neill, MBL, PhD
Debra Swanson
David Faber
Luanne Johnson –President
Sharon Pearson - Treasurer
Liz Baldwin –Secretary
Staff:

Director/Wildlife Biologist………..Luanne Johnson
Asst. Director/Wildlife Biologist……..Liz Baldwin
email:

biodiversityworks@gmail.com

Office location:

18 Helen Ave. Vineyard Haven, MA 02568
(In The Nature Conservancy office building)
Mailing address:

PO Box 557, Edgartown, MA 02539
telephone:

800 - 690 - 0993
website:

http://biodiversityworksMV.org
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